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In my dream,
food safety is
part of the culture
of a company,
embedded in its
DNA. It’s a part of
the South African
food industry at
every link in the
food chain. It’s part
of what we do every
day, when no-one
is looking, when
no-one is auditing.
It’s just who we are.
- LINDA JACKSON
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EDITORIAL

Zeroing VAT on a few
foods ignores reality

I

’ve been discovering the excellent work
of the Southern Africa Foodlab, based
at Stellenbosh University, after listening
to a thought-provoking presentation by
its director, Dr Scott Drimie, at the recent
FoodNext Africa conference in Cape Town
(see my report on Page 19).
The Foodlab brings together
a range of experts
who investigate and
sketch solutions and
scenarios around
the challenges of
food security and
sustainability.
I encourage the industry
to check out the lab
and support it, not least of all because,
as Drimie stressed at the FoodNext
conference, the industry is as much part
of the solution as it is part of the problem.
Collaboration is key.
On the Foodlab website
(southernafricafoodlab.org), I came across
a recent article on the issue of VAT that
really clarified my thinking on the subject.
Government has been considering
removing VAT on certain foods after the
shocking VAT rise to 15% earlier this year
and a panel has recommended it be
removed on white bread and flour.
The article was in fact a media
statement from an NGO called the
Pietermaritzburg Economic Justice &
Dignity Group. I think they hit the nail on
the head when they say that zero-rating
VAT on a few selected items will have
almost zero impact. What this country has
is a food affordability crisis that goes far
beyond such limited thinking.
“No amount of tinkering around the
edges of our economic framework which
has caused these problems is going to
change this. Families cannot afford to eat
properly,” the Maritzburg group says.
They go on: “Affordability is related
to income and the cost of goods and
services. Wage levels are too low and the
cost of goods and services is too high.
Dealing with the food affordability crisis
requires finding ways to increase wages
and reduce the cost of all goods and
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services households require.”
The Maritzburg group’s analysis is
backed up by cold fact: The median wage
for black households in SA is R3000 a
month (as at August this year), but the
cost of a household food basket is around
the same. Now add in rent, services,
transport, clothing,
school fees etc and
the reality hits home.
The data suggests
these households are
underspending on
food by around 26%.
I’ll let the
Maritzburg group
have the final say - and a dire warning:
“We are facing probably our
greatest crisis and we are still unable to
conceptualise the problem within the
broader political economy and deal with
its cause ...
“Tax policy should focus on collecting
tax from those who can afford it. We
suggest that all VAT be removed from
food and that food be deemed a public
good. If there is a need to recover revenue
from food, then it is better it be recovered
off luxury foods which working class
households do not buy ...
“Food is not a commodity. It is better
for all of us if we are all able to eat properly
and be healthy. Without proper nutrition
none of our developmental outcomes will
come to fruition. Our education outcomes
will continue to be dire, our health sector
will continue to collapse as more and more
people get sick; and with very little money
in the pockets of the majority of South
Africans; and child stunting levels at 25%
for girl children and 30% for boy children
under the age of five years, we can have
no future workforce or political stability, or
reasonable economic recovery.
“Ignoring millions of South African’s
everyday lived experience to the violence
of a deepening affordability crisis and a
fast deteriorating nutritional situation is
going to lead to social disorder and chaos.”
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INGREDION &
IMCD TEAM UP
IMCD, leading distributor of speciality
chemicals and food ingredients, has signed
an exclusive agreement with Ingredion to
distribute its range of starches and functional
food ingredients in Sub-Saharan Africa.
“Our ability to technically drive and add
value to Ingredion’s product portfolio has
been a key factor in joining forces,“ says Otto
Brinkmann, MD for IMCD South Africa and
East Africa.
“The new distributor partnership with
IMCD is a positive development in expanding
Ingredion’s geographic footprint in the
Eastern and Southern African regions,”
adds Kennedy Ouma, Ingredion’s Business
Director for Africa.
www.imcdgroup.com Tel: +27 11 570 4260

MORE CRAFT GIN GENIUS
Inspiring African ingredients. Inspiring
design (note the gorgeous cork top) ... SA’s
blossoming craft gin sector continues to
impress with its innovation and style.
Stellenbosh’s Autograph Gin is one
such brand. It was awarded the prestigious
Top Scoring Craft Gin of 2018 (Distillique
Craft Gin Trophy) at the Michelangelo
International Wine & Spirits awards in
Cape Town last month.
Autograph scored 96 out of a possible
100 for its classic African Dry gin.
The gin soaks up a unique blend of
fynbos and other botanicals which are
grown on-site to create a distinct fusion of
tastes and scents.
The botanicals include Wild Rosemary,
Confetti Bush, Citrus Buchu and African
Wormwood.
www.autographgin.com

SA CONSUMERS HUNGER
FOR CONVENIENCE
South African consumers are facing
an increasingly stressful, time-starved
lifestyle which has created a burgeoning
demand for convenient solutions that can
help simplify their lives and points to a
host of untapped opportunities for South
African manufacturers and retailers.
This stems from the latest report
from global measurement company
Nielsen, which focuses on the Quest
for Convenience and explores changing
global consumer needs and highlights the
rapidly growing demand for convenience
in markets around the world.
Clear proof that South African
consumers are desperate to simplify their
lives, is that when asked which products
they “wish were on the market but are
not”, 40% want products that make their
life easier, 36% say they would welcome
more products that are convenient to
use, while 25% said products for small
families and households and 20% said
products tailored to a specific need.
Nielsen Executive Director Thought
Leadership Global Markets, Ailsa
Wingfield, comments; “It’s clear that
convenience means different things to
different consumers around the world,
depending on their circumstances,
culture, location, market maturity and
access to technology. These are key
influencers that are driving the need for
companies to offer solutions that address
the growing need for convenience.”
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Meals on demand
In light of this, it’s no surprise then that
some of the biggest uptakes by South
African consumers in their quest for
convenience has occurred within the
ready-prepared and on-the-go meal
solutions, home or office grocery delivery
offerings, and tech-driven “on-demand”
services.
Within this context, it’s interesting to
note that local meal kit provider UCook
recently forecast turnover of R80-million
by the end of 2018, and Checkers
launched its own in-store meal kit service
in August.
Fast food fanatics
Grab-and-go meals from quick-service,
fast food and street vendors are also on
the rise, with 63% of local consumers
having visited a fast food outlet in the
past six months.
Shopping shifts
A Nielsen e-commerce study across 30
countries indicates FMCG online sales are
growing an estimated five times faster
than offline sales.
Locally, the eCommerce market is
not as developed, despite the saturation
of mobile devices. This indicates an
opportunity to tap into the ability

of consumers to now be connected
anytime, anywhere.
This prevalence of connectivity
provides multiple touchpoints for
manufacturers and retailers to
interact with consumers, and leverage
localisation to improve engagement
through personalised and in-the-moment
recommendations.
Looking at how South African
grocery retailers can solidify their
online eCommerce presence, some
of the factors that would encourage
respondents to definitely buy online
include: 45% who said retailers who
provide same day product replacement
service for products that aren’t currently
available. 43% said a precise delivery
window (at 30 minute intervals) to fit
their schedule and 41% said a website
that provides real-time detailed progress
on the status of their order.
In terms of customisation, 36%
said that they would like to see online
retailers who would allow them to make
special product requests to suit their
needs.
Against this backdrop Wingfield
says: “FMCG players need to adapt to
circumstances and provide integrated
shopping experiences that allow
consumers the freedom of greater choice
of solutions that meet their needs.”
www.nielsen.com
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RUBY IS THE NEW CHOCOLATE
The chocolate world has been looking even
sweeter after Belgian chocolate manufacturers, Callebaut, announced the creation of
an entirely new kind of product: a naturally
flavoured, light pink, "ruby" chocolate.
Much like so-called "white" chocolate,
pink chocolates can sound like an oxymoron,
a travesty to purists. After all, chocolate, by
definition, is classically one with a distinctively brown hue, ranging from light, to chestnut
and deeply dark brown.
A Callebaut spokesperson was robust
in defence of the light-pink chocolate at the
time of its launch in Belgium, saying that
“after dark, milk and white, ruby is the most
extraordinary chocolate discovery in 80
years".
The lush pink chocolate product with
a light berry flavour is the fruit of years of
research, Callebaut bragged: “Through our
direct collaboration with the Jacobs University in Bremen we slowly but surely unravelled
the secrets behind the ruby chocolate. Only
expert selection and meticulous processing
of the ruby beans yield ruby RB1 chocolate
– without adding any colourants or fruit
flavourings.”
Callebaut brought on board some of the

world's leading chocolatiers to develop a
product that both chefs and chocolate lovers
could enjoy.
It said top Belgian chocolatiers David
Maenhout and Marijn Coertjens were among
those who tested the raw product.
Their efforts have yielded “a ruby choco-

late with a sparkling fresh colour and intense
fruity taste, suited primarily for confectionery applications”.
Ruby chocolate products are available in
SA from a select group of chocolatiers.
www.callebaut.com

Great Taste with No After-taste
Sugar alternatives are
becoming a necessity,
to remain competitive
in a market focused on
reducing sugar intake.
At Promigen, we can
assist with lowering the
sugar content in your
food and beverage
products, with custom
sweeteners, without
compromising the
traditional taste of
your product
Tel : +27 (011) 262 3901

www.promigen.co.za

OPINION

Baird’s beef with Brazil’s
chicken roasted

T

he Brazilian Animal Protein
Exporters' Association
(Associação Brasileira
de Proteína Animal — ABPA),
representing the country's
chicken producers, provides
the following clarifications for
readers of Food & Beverage
Reporter’s July issue, concerning
the opinion piece by Francois
Baird (www.fbreporter.
co.za/2018/07/04/860/). Baird
is the founder of the Fair Play
Movement, run by South African
growers' associations such as
the South African Poultry
Association (SAPA).
ABPA, as an institution that
values unbiased information,
wishes voluntarily to provide
corrections to certain data
published in our colleague
Mr. Baird's article, in order to
promote “Fair Play”, and avoid
misinformation which would
ultimately harm South African
consumers directly.
First of all, we should make it clear
that it is neither fair nor accurate to lay
the blame for the Listeria crisis in South
Africa on Brazilian chicken producers.
Simply because the most part of
chicken exported to South Africa by
Brazil is meat for processing or MSM
(mechanically deboned meat) cooked
in two stages: first of all in the preshipment processing; then secondly in
the processing to which it is subjected
once in South Africa by the local industry.
Any possible Listeria contamination is
ruled out.
The Osvaldo Cruz Foundation that
Baird mentions in his introduction affirms
that “there is no information of any
outbreak” in Brazil. A closer reading of
the report will show that the study took
a range of products into consideration—
cheeses, beef, pork and other (even
plant-based) products — from 12 States
of Brazil over 22 years (1990-2012). The
vast majority of problems encountered in
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the study were in unprocessed products
(whether of plant or animal origin).
It is also worth pointing out that
microbiological controls have evolved
vastly since 1990. As has Brazil's
production of foodstuffs. In 1990 Brazil
was a net importer of foods. Today, the
country is a major contributor to world
food security, supplying top-quality
products.
We wish also to provide Mr. Baird with
more accurate information about the
suspension of Brazilian exporting plants
by the European Union. Twenty plants
were delisted in March owing strictly
to disproportionate and inconsistent
criteria that go against the World Trade
Organization’s Agreement on the
Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary
Measures, which led Brazil to consult on
the possibility of opening a panel.
To illustrate: if a slice of fresh chicken
breast were to be exported to the
European Union with one half unsalted
and the other half containing 1.2% added
salt, the salted portion would be tested

for 2 600 types of Salmonella.
The unsalted half would be
tested for only two types
of Salmonella.
There would be absolutely
no difference in sanitary risk
between these two halves,
but the analytical criteria for
salted meat are abusively
restrictive. There is a reason
for that: salted chicken meat
pays a tariff of 15% on each
tonne that is outside the quota.
Unsalted chicken, however,
pays a €1024.00 tariff for
each extra tonne (virtually
equal to the shipped product).
Unfortunately this harms the
European consumer more than
anyone else, and prices have
recently risen sharply in that
market. Those plants banned
from exporting salted meat are
still listed today as eligible to
export the unsalted product.
Quality and sanitary status
are two of the mainstays of Brazil's
poultry industry, a world leader in
exports. Proof thereof is the fact that
we have never recorded Avian influenza
in Brazil — unlike other major global
producers.
Brazil continually enhances its
hygienic and sanitary processes, which
are audited constantly not only by
the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock
and Food Supply (MAPA) but also by
international private-sector certifying
agencies and by the sanitary authorities
of importing countries, such as South
Africa's own Department of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF). For this
reason, Brazilian producers continue to
strive with dedication to provide South
African consumers with safe, wholesome
products, meeting standards of quality
acknowledged by more than 150
importing markets.
ABPA - Associação Brasileira de
Proteína Animal
www.abpa-br.org
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Biltong Slicer

R 4 265.00

Phantom Metal Detector

R 50 000.00

Dehydrating Biltong room Equipment
& Stainless Steel Trolleys
FMG Injector

R 404 924.00

Biltong Dryer

R 20 000.00

Casing Spooler

R 15 000.00

52 Mincer

R 24 500.00

Slicer 350 mm

R 16 000.00

Lazy Susan

R 7 850.00

Hencovac Vacuum

R 32 000.00

Ashida Over Wrapper

R 250 000.00

R 40 000.00

Not Operational

Convectional Crates

R 45.00 each

QTY-1200

Production Crates Red

R 45.00 each

QTY-40
QTY-1380

Production Crates

R 45.00 each

Push Back Racking 14x4x2

R 152 410.00

Drive in Racking 12x2

R 13 055.00

Push Back Racking 10x2x2

R 54 443.00

Steel Pallets

R 1 100.00 each

Sausage Filler

R 35 000.00

QTY-180

Hino Truck 2017

R 530 434.00

Mileage - (20 000km)

Freezer Fork Lift

R 30 000.00

4m Reach
NB: All Prices Exclude Vat

Ferdi Lemmer Tel: 033-569 0660; Email: admin@triple-a-beef.co.za For More Machinery Equipment on Sale Visit: www.triple-a-beef.co.za

THOUGHT FOR FOOD

WHAT A BLOODY
“A

ter 4 March when Health Minister Aaron Motsoaledi
announced that ready-to-eat meats were the source
of listeriosis we were faced with a reputational crisis.
As an industry we had to react, and our dilemma was that we
couldn’t just simply state that our products were safe – we
needed to tackle the issues raised by how this has affected
our industry and consumers.
We recognised that we had a reputational crisis on our
hands which required us to engage all stakeholders involved,
including our Health Minister, in order for us to chart a way
forward. So we took
a different approach.
ort
o, CEO of Esk
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We suggested the
at
steria crisis th
li
e
following: that SA adopt EU
th
f
o
e
k
a
w
food safety standards and
overwhelm
threatened to
legislation. We also proposed
the industry
that a food safety council be
established and, additionally,
that HACCP is legislated as
a food safety system for all
manufacturers of ready-to-eat products.
There was some resistance to this from smaller players
because of cost, but having an industry standard for
food safety is a non-negotiable for our members. We are
prioritising food safety as an industry.
Government has since given notice that HACCP should
be implemented by all manufacturers but a council has not
yet been created.

O

ur sentiments are that food safety is a responsibility
shared by government, industry and independent
third party experts such as academics who play
a critical role. SAMPA appointed consultants, Dr Lucia
Anelich and Professor Pieter Gouws (head of the Faculty of
Agriscience, Stellenbosch University), both of whom were
pivotal in dispelling some of the misconceptions around
listeria and food safety. As independent experts they were
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THOUGHT FOR FOOD

YEAR FOR MEAT
able to provide much needed factual information to us
as an association and the general public.
We, as SAMPA, have also pledged R1- million
towards the establishment of a Centre of Food Safety
at Stellenbosch University – based on an international
model aimed at the entire food industry.
Along with other sponsors, including big
food companies and retailers, the centre will be
independent without industry or company bias. I
believe that this is an important development in
establishing a comprehensive approach to food safety
in South Africa.
There are plans to expand this to other
universities in time.

W

e’ve engaged with government extensively.
We consulted the Minister of Health, Minister
of Agriculture and Department of Trade
& Industry officials.
Whilst we were clear
on our role as industry, it also became
clear that there are institutional gaps
around food safety in South Africa
with capacity and skills as the key
constraints. This is where we need
all stakeholders to work together in
mapping the way forward.

F

rom the outset, we took a
firm stance on the listeria
crisis. We did not take the
outbreak lightly; lives were lost and
the public’s health and safety was
our key concern. Joe Public Engage
played a big role in helping us set
the record straight. We reached the
public via online platforms, radio
interviews, community centres,
schools and SASSA stations. Our
biggest communications challenge
was the complexities and general
lack of awareness. We had to find
engaging ways to educate the public
by explaining complex information
around microbiology.

W

e recognised that as an
industry we also needed
to take action in our own
businesses. At Eskort, we cleaned
the plant over weekends, focusing

on areas where the bacteria are most likely to be
prevalent: underneath workers’ boots, in drains and
underneath meat trolleys.
Many manufacturers also had to check on water
quality and install purification systems, if need be.
There is definitely more emphasis on packaging
– and where packaging was being stored. It’s crucial
that it’s moved into the factory and kept in a clean, dry
space.
Drains had to be dismantled and replaced, floors
kept clean and production areas needed to be cleared
of any clutter to avoid contamination.
In some cases, protective clothing needed to
be changed and hygiene lobbies needed to be
implemented (if not in place already). Staff training
became a top priority.
To Page 12

H
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Studio-H’s 10-metre high “tree” made out of 1 600 recycled Moët & Chandon champagne bottles collected from all over the country for a
Christmas Moët promotion at the V&A Waterfront in Cape Town. 15 000 LEDs lit up the “tree”.

Experiential design is
the currency of the
future for producers in the
foodbev industry. So says
Hannerie Visser, founder
and CEO of Studio-H,
in conversation with
Miriam Kahn.

E

xperiential design should be on
the tip of the tongues of food and
beverage producers in future, says
Hannerie Visser.
Not too surprisingly, she's a
Capetonian with business headquarters
in the Mother City. Cape Town is, after
all, acknowledged locally and globally as
South Africa's food capital.
Visser says Studio-H is an innovative
one-stop shop, a full-service agency
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that offers its considerable expertise to
established members of the foodbev
industry as well as those wanting
to enter. Services range from PR to
influencer campaigns, concepts and
full brand strategy – taking in food
design and packaging – as well as event
and project production, customer
engagement and partnerships.
Visser initially intended to become
a journalist. She studied journalism at
the Cape Technicon then veered off in a
different direction during two years of a
BA at Stellenbosch University.
Journalism's loss became the food
industry's gain as she started a design
agency that quickly "morphed into a focus
on food and experiential design". She has
assembled a team of like-minded, quirky,
funky specialists in different areas, all
linked with a passion for food production.
What exactly does Visser mean by
"experiential" design for food? Well, for
starters, it's a global trend and it means
seeing things from a "sensory viewpoint",
she says. It's about connecting with
people, using science and state-of-the-art

technology and things like taste, touch,
sound and colour to change perceptions,
she says. In that way, food and beverage
makers can ensure that the memory of
their product lingers on in the minds of
consumers.
And if you haven't yet lapped up
the wisdom of experiential design,
you are not tapped into the drivers of
consumption patterns among Millennials
and even younger groups.
These population groups are the
consumers of the future, says Visser.
A main driver of their consumer
behaviour is shared experiences that
are their "social media currency".
More than material objects and buying
things, Millennials and their younger
counterparts want things that they can
photograph and share online, she says.
That makes futuristic food design,
experience and interactive packaging
crucial elements for success. And when
it comes to food producers getting
"maximum hype" online, combining the
online world with real-life experience is
essential for greatest impact.

www.fbreporter.co.za
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The Studio-H team, from left: Kagiso Makgalemele, Hannerie Visser (in white top), Leila Bonmariage,
Leigh Briel and Jade Ruijzenaars.

Brands of the future will be able
to connect online or digitally and also
in tactile, real-life environments. That
provides the real-life experience that
their customers can photograph and
share online.
A prime mover of experiential design
is food as a "catalyst for story-telling",
Visser says. One of the biggest stories
driving foodbev trends is nostalgia. At
heart, it's about tapping into a "food
memory archive" that Visser has
established as part of her core offerings.
"Nostalgia is a very strong trigger for
food stories with long-lasting memories,”
she says. "We started the food memory
archive to help our clients tap into
flavours that their customers experience
as children."
In effect, the food memory archive
works to take people "back in time". One
of the most successful examples is US
chef-entrepreneur Christina Tosi, of Milk
Bar bakery fame. From small beginnings
in 2006, Tosi has grown Milk Bar with
seed funding into a profitable bakery
chain with rapidly expanding locations,

www.fbreporter.co.za

e-commerce operations, and product
lines.
Studio-H has many success stories
to tell on the way to helping foodbev
producers marry taste, flavour and
sensation with a burgeoning consumer
base.

of Coffee for their 2012 launch of the first
artisanal coffee shop and espresso bar in
Kayelitsha..
Department of Coffee is the
brainchild of Wongama Baleni, Vusumzi
Mamile and Vuyile Msaku. The trio has
"enough passion, ambition and courage

"Nostalgia is a very strong trigger for
food stories that bring customers
back for more."
"We do work for brands to create
loyalty that leads to purchase," Visser
says. Innovation and creativity are key to
that process. Studio-H recently worked
with Darling Toffee to create a new
product range that is flying off shelves
nationally.
One of her most exciting projects has
been to work pro bono for Department

to defy convention and follow their
dreams", as one report put it. Studio-H
helped them with branding, strategy,
interior design and packaging. The
project has proved a huge success and
the trio have now expanded their coffee
shop into three more.
To Next Page
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From Previous Page
And when it comes to taste trends,
Studio-H is on top of the game. The
company produces the annual Street
Food Festival that leaves it ingrained in
the global world of taste.
People are definitely eating less "fine
dining" and going for more "informal
food", Visser says. Another catalyst is one
that British design studio Bompas and
Parr have already noted when it comes to
flavours: "Africa is the new Asia".
From fine dining to more informal
menus across the globe, African tastes,
flavours and supergrains, sorghum
among them, are becoming staples.
And while it's still in its infancy,
Studio-H has been playing with and
preparing for the explosion of 3-D food
"printing". It involves exactly what anyone

“From fine dining to more informal menus
across the globe, African tastes, flavours and
supergrains ... are becoming staples.”
would imagine it involves: filling cartridges
with the right ingredients and then
"printing" whatever food is desired.
"It's not big commercially yet, but
the potential is huge," Visser says. That
includes tapping into another big foodbev
trend: health and wellness.
"People will be able to print the exact
amount of nutrients they need per day
and down to the last millilitre," she says.
"Who knows. Perhaps we'll all be eating
individually-printed meals in future."
Studio-H is also publishing its first
Food Trend manual. It comes complete
with samples, recipe cards and a full
trend report. They will produce just 20

and the manual includes a private food
trends consultation with the Studio
H team, looking at the food trends of
2019/20 and beyond. It will be out in
October.
That's not all. The company also
publishers a digital "food zine" reflecting
on the intersection of food and culture in
SA. You can find it at chipsonline.co.za.
Visser has a simple message for
foodbev producers: "If you have an idea,
just do it. Don't spend too much time
thinking about it and worrying about
whether you will succeed. Don't fear
failure. Follow your dreams."
www.studio-h.co.za

“Consumers tell us that what used to be in their fridges before
4 March and what’s in their fridges now is totally different.”
From Page 9
It became customary to have a hygiene
lobby in Europe about 10 years ago.
Eskort is one of the few companies to
have introduced hygiene lobbies here
because of the investment. As you
walk into the factory there are hygiene
measures in place to make sure that
anyone entering the factory has clean,
disinfected boots and hands.

W

e learned a lot from the crisis.
We didn’t realise that the listeria
bacteria became resistant to
certain chemicals. So if you use a soap
or chemical in your plant, you have to
change it every three months.
The biggest change we’ve made to
our processes is to implement High
Pressure Pasteurisation (HPP) of our
viennas and frankfurters. It’s a cold water
process, most commonly used to treat
juices and guacamole. In Europe they call
it a cold pasteurisation process – and it’s
natural, or clean label. In layman’s terms,
extreme pressure is exerted to “dissolve”
bacteria, and this process doubles shelf
life. It’s
a very expensive process so there’s a
third party doing it for us at a tolling
facility in Midrand.
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In Europe they claim it’s 100% safe
but scientists say it can never be 100%
safe. What we’ve done is placed HPP
stickers on the product and advertised in
magazines to educate consumers about
the process. This has made a massive
difference, as it’s given us comfort and it
offers consumers the assurance of a safe
product.

B

efore listeria, we had a very good
run. People are eating more meat
because of Banting. (Interestingly,
back bacon used to be the favourite,
and now it’s streaky bacon.) Bacon has
not been affected because most people
realise that when you cook a product
you kill bacteria. The fact of the matter is
that when the Minister told consumers
not to eat cold meats – viennas, polonies
or Russians - that killed the sliced meat
category. Polony sales were 10% of our
normal production one week after 4
March, and we had to send staff home.
We’ve always had a problem in terms
of PR and what goes into polony – people
are misinformed. Polony is made from
mechanically deboned chicken meat – a
byproduct from Brazil, fat (chicken skin
or raw fat) and spices. That’s it. It came
under the spotlight again with listeria, but
when you cook a product to 80 degrees

Celsius, no bacteria will survive.
Consumers tell us that what used
to be in their fridges before 4 March
and what’s in their fridges now is totally
different. With snacks like ready-to-eat
mini-foods, meatballs and so on, the risk
is the same in terms of listeria. The higher
LSM habits have definitely changed – they
now buy something else. The bottom
LSM group is not buying yet – they are
still suspicious.

T

his year has been a wake-up call
for the industry. I think the industry
as a whole did not put enough
focus on food safety, but that is changing
and there is renewed commitment
from our members to prioritise food
safety. It will take time to recover. We’ve
commissioned Joe Public to help with
the next phase at SAMPA, and that is to
implement a ‘Safe
to eat’ campaign to educate consumers.
A member stamp of approval will
guarantee the product is HACCP
compliant and approved.
But we also need to emphasise
food handling safety measures. Several
national and international reports have
noted that poor hygienic practices in
the home are responsible for between
30-40% of food-borne illness.

www.fbreporter.co.za
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Coffee’s just a buzz these days as

I

t’s boom time for the coffee industry
in SA as an on-the-go café culture
and professed health benefits fuel
consumption. This, along with a demand
for better quality and more speciality
coffees, is shaping the future of the
market.
No wonder the world is drinking
about 1.6 billion cups of coffee daily and
the industry is thriving. It has become a
modern-day elixir. Apart from numerous
health benefits – from lowering risk of
heart disease to enhancing physical
strength and cognitive performance – the
brew is also said to help us lose weight.
According to a study in the British

Journal of Nutrition, coffee (even decaf)
causes appetites and waist circumference
and BMI to decline. That’s black
coffee, though, taken without milk and
sweeteners/flavours that negate most of
the health benefits.
According to Insight Survey’s annual
South African Coffee Landscape Report
2018, the daily coffee ritual is picking
up. Consumers are more discerning
than ever about their coffee – wanting
to know about the source of the beans,
sustainability and the roasting process.
Insight Survey also claims that coffee
is growing fastest in emerging markets.
According to Insight Survey Research

Director, Yashvir Maharaj, the value of
the global coffee market is estimated at
$105-billion and is projected to grow at
5.5% per annum up to 2021. Although Key
consumption is in Europe, the USA, Brazil
and Japan, economist Gilberto Biacuana
wrote recently that consumption has
been rising in developing countries,
such as India, China and other African
countries thanks to a growth in the
middle class and the pace of urbanisation.
Daily Buzz CEO Andrew Brown says
that middle class South Africans who have
the disposable income are willing to pay
a premium for exceptional coffee and to
experience a coffee break.

STARBUCKS BETS ON
By Miriam Kahn

O

ne thing you can never accuse Starbucks of is resting on its many
laurels. The American coffee company is setting the stage for its
next phase of growth globally – that includes its operations in
South Africa – and product innovations to its foodbev menu.
From its early start as a single store in Seattle, Washington, way
back in 1971, Starbucks has grown, according to a recent report, to be
currently active now in 77 countries, with around 28 000 stores, a staff of
around 270 000 and serving nearly 100 million customers weekly.
The same report notes that in 2017, the company’s net income was
$2,8-billion from sales of $22,3-billion.
That's no mean feat and it requires regular shots of caffeine among
its executives to keep the behemoth on track. Starbucks management is
writing the company’s "next chapter" that involves expanding in China and
streamlining its corporate structure and operations in developed markets
to become "more agile".
Agility is a corporate buzzword that foodbev companies have high on
their agenda – and rightly so. Business agility, say the experts, refers to
"distinct qualities that allow organisations to respond rapidly to changes
in the internal and external environment without losing momentum or
vision". That involves three essential qualities: adaptability, flexibility and
balance.
Starbucks global president and CEO Kevin Johnson has acknowledged
that the company's growth has been slowing in recent years. Not so its
management's attention to revving growth up again.
Johnson has outlined two key strategies the company intends using to
stimulate growth. Along with "retail alignment" to ensure balance between
the "right number of stores and invested capital in various global markets"
it also covers "business simplification" – that has included the "divestment
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consumers thirst for the brew
“It has become a part of everyone’s
day,” Brown says.
Daily Buzz operates 12 coffee bars
in corporate locations in Gauteng as
well as a dedicated roastery. Brown
says that most of the roastery’s beans
are sourced from African countries like
Rwanda, Uganda, Ethiopia and Kenya. He
agrees that South Africans are becoming
connoisseurs – and more aware and
discerning when it comes to origins of
coffee.
Craft Coffee roastery manager and
barista champion Lovejoy Chirambasukwa
believes there is huge potential to educate
all South Africans about coffee. “There’s

a big gap in the market to educate and
convert consumers from drinking tea
to coffee.”
University of Pretoria research by
Master’s student Kelsey van der Merwe
confirms that South Africa’s coffee culture
is experiencing “market sophistication”,
with consumers trending towards high
quality, differentiated origin-specific
speciality coffees with a unique taste.
For marketers, sourcing high quality and
offering variety becomes paramount, the
study says.
The demand for premium coffees has
paved the way for new roasteries to focus
on quality and presented opportunities

for multinational coffee chains to expand
their business and their product offerings.
Coffee farming in SA has been limited
to areas in Mpumalanga, Limpopo and
KwaZulu-Natal. Local producers like
KZN’s Beaver Creek Coffee Estate in Port
Edward are exporting beans to countries
like Japan, the UK, USA, Denmark and
Germany. The focus is on Arabica beans
because it fetches a premium price and
is considered better quality than
Robusta, which is grown for the blending
of instant coffee.
For more information about Insight
Survey’s coffee report visit:
insightsurvey.co.za.

‘‘PREMIUMIZATION”
of slower-performing parts of the business" but also leveraging alliances with companies such as Nestle.
Johnson is also quoted as saying that the most important strategic priorities involve a focus on China and
the US and the millennials market. He told Forbes magazine recently that Starbucks plans to double its
food business by 2021.
That requires serious menu innovations, including a variety of boxed sandwich options. Another
aspect of menu product innovation is "premiumization", as Johnson has put it. That covers the provision
of custom beverages at scale but also tapping into the global health & wellness trend with premium
ingredients and beverages.
The company has taken note of the global phenomenon of declines in demand for high-sugar,
high-calorie beverages, such as Frappuccinos, to beverages that consumers perceive as healthier.
Thus, Johnson has indicated that future beverage innovation will include a focus on espresso
beverages, Teavana, Refreshers, cold brew and plant-based proteins.
In South Africa, Starbucks CEO Clive Liversage is fully on board the growth and food innovation train.
From its first flagship store that opened in Rosebank in 2016, Starbucks is on a roll, having opened its 11th
store in Sandton City in April this year.
Just as inspired is the venue for its 12th store that
opened in July, with the space-age architecture of the
dazzling The Marc building n Sandton as a backdrop.
Left: Starbucks’ 12th store
Liversage says the company will continue working
in SA - now open in the
prestigious new The Marc
on improving its menu offerings with a number of
building in Rivonia.
gluten-free snack options.
Last year, Starbucks added almond to its nonInset: SA CEO Clive
dairy
beverage ingredient options of soy and coconut
Liversage.
milk. Those options are now standard to cater to the
Right: speciality premium
growing vegan movement globally.
coffees like this Starbucks
Liversage says Starbucks will continue to look for
caramel macchiato are
great
locations but has slowed down the "cadence"
driving the coffee sector
higher
of store openings to focus on improvement to its
business model.
.
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Reclaiming Africa’s coffee heritage 1

C

offee shops are special
places. The experts say
they have a unique, daily
connection with customers. They
create spaces that are " largely
unparalleled in the packaged food
space".
For this reason, trendy brickand-mortar coffee locations pop up
regularly across the globe. South
Africa is no exception.
A relatively new kid on the block
in this country - at least in parts of
Gauteng - is The Motherland Coffee
Company chain.
The company's partners style
themselves as pioneers of a movement
that sets out to "reclaim Africa’s coffee
heritage". Their mission statement

is a chain that aims to be a "rebirth,
renaissance and revolution of the African
coffee industry that brings you the

finest coffees from the mother
continent".
Coffee "began in Africa", they
say. "We believe Africa is the
future." Motherland coffees are
all specialty grade, African, single
origin or blended. They have also
created blends that bring out
"interesting and complimentary
flavour journeys", sourced
through direct and fairtrade
relationships.
A signature product on offer is
a blend of Burundi and Ethiopian
coffee beans. It is a "soft, sweet
coffee" with a caramel mouth feel
and flavour notes of caramel and citrus
and berry fruits.
www.motherlandcoffee.com

Reclaiming Africa’s coffee heritage 2

C

offee has become so much more
than a simple beverage: it’s a
social experience entrenched in a
culture. With this in mind, Nespresso is
treating coffee lovers to a taste of where
it all began by launching two new Limited
Edition coffees.
Arabica Ethiopia Harrar and
Robusta Uganda take inspiration from
the birthplaces of coffee, Ethiopia and
Uganda, and aim to celebrate the African
heritage of the beans.
Arabica Ethiopia Harrar is a delicious
espresso with notes of ripe fruits, fresh
flowers that boasts a remarkably velvety
body. Best enjoyed as an Espresso or a
Lungo, taller coffee (Intensity: 5).
Robusta Uganda is surprisingly sweet
and undeniably intense, rich in cacao
notes. Best enjoyed as an Espresso or
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Ristretto, short coffee (Intensity: 10).
Nestlé Nespresso SA works with more
than 70,000 farmers in 12 countries
through its AAA Sustainable
QualityTM Program to

embed sustainability practices on farms
and the surrounding landscapes.
Launched in 2003 in collaboration
with The Rainforest Alliance, the program
helps to improve the yield and quality of
harvests, ensuring a sustainable supply

of high-quality coffee and improving
livelihoods of farmers and their
communities.
Arabica Ethiopia Harrar and Robusta
Uganda will be available for a limited
period from Nespresso Boutiques
and booths nationwide, from the
Nespresso Club or online at:
www.buynespresso.com
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Job shortage? Not for SA’s baristas

E

very coffee bar needs at least five
baristas, according to Daily Buzz
CEO Andrew Brown. He’s tackling
a current shortage in the industry by
launching the first locally developed
(SETA accredited) Barista Training
Academy in Newtown, Johannesburg.
The Daily Buzz, which operates
12 coffee bars in corporate locations
across Gauteng and an in-house coffee
Craft Coffee roastery, has also launched
tours to foster and spread a love for
coffee.
Lovejoy Chirambasukwa, the 2013
South African and All Africa Barista
champion, who heads up Craft Coffee,
says trainees will benefit from both
theoretical and technical training.
“They will learn everything from how to
operate a grinder to how to taste coffee
and distinguish between the various
flavours, blends and aromas.”
www.craftcoffee.co.za

Skills-building, from left: Sidu Dube (Craft Coffee Academy Barista Trainer), Queen Jamile (student),
Sibongile Mahlangu (student), Japhet Matimbe (Craft Coffee roaster), Lovejoy Chirambasukwa
(Craft Coffee Roastery Manager) and Andrew Brown (CEO of Daily Buzz and Craft Coffee)

THOUGHT FOR FOOD

“Foodbev is key to powering
South Africa’s growth potential”
By Justin Malherbe,
Chemical, Food and
Beverage consultant
at Frost & Sullivan

S

outh Africa’s food and
beverage industry is
a key driver for the
country’s future economic
growth and we estimate
sales growth between 4%7% in the industry between
now and 2020.
With South Africa having
the most advanced and
refined food and beverage
market on the African continent, its
agro-processing and food and beverage
industries provide an abundance of
opportunity for investors as well as key
domestic and new players.
The sustainability of the agriculture
and food and beverage industries is
dependent on the economical and
agricultural production recovery, stimulus
programs by government and policy
reform outcomes; The Department
of Trade and Industry (DTI) and the
Department of Trade and Investment in
South Africa (TISA) have identified these
sectors as a focus for local manufacturing
opportunities, import substitution,
employment as well as export and
economic growth.
South Africa’s agricultural sector
accounts for approximately 12% of
its export earnings, with the fruit and
vegetable industry showing rapid growth
during the past 20 years. Exports reached
nearly 60% of local production. With the
beverages, spirits, vinegars, sugars and
the residue food industry being the most
significant contributors to SA’s imports
in 2017 of approximately R36.6 billion
in value, Frost & Sullivan believes that
the recovery of the SA economy and the
growth and recovery in neighbouring
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SADC export
destinations
will result in
increased
demand.
Stock
farming also
remains
a viable
investment
opportunity for
South Africa,
with over 80%
of the country’s
land suitable
for grazing and
livestock. Agroprocessing
is the country’s largest subsector of
manufacturing, with 64%-74% of raw
materials locally sourced. With the agroprocessing industry and its products
accounting for 19.4% of employment
in the manufacturing industry and with
21% of GDP from the manufacturing
sector, opportunities exist to extend
exports to the growing Middle-East and
Asia markets, while sustaining growth in
exports to the more developed Global
North.
Value-added products will see also
more prominence in the market.
Increased local demand combined
with peak interest from export
destinations sees the alcoholic beverage
industry providing a lucrative opportunity;
South Africa has seen a 30% growth in its
alcoholic beverage exports. Although the
country only contributes 2% of China’s
wine imports, SA accounts for over 30%
of Africa’s imports in the alcoholic and
beverage sector.
The vast and growing need of
Europe’s beverage industry for deciduous
fruits accelerates export opportunities
based on seasonal differences and high
quality local products. This is further
bolstered by raised duty-free quotas
with Europe. Coupled with the SADC

trade agreements and the development
of the Tripartite Free Trade Agreement,
this boasts further regional export
opportunities.
The Rapidly growing Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) region’s stock
farming demand, 80% attributable to
Saudi Arabia, provides opportunities for
niche and premium markets.
South Africa is the 4th largest
wheat producer in Africa with a highly
developed and well regulated industry.
However, local demand exceeds
production by a significant margin,
providing growth opportunities in local
production or import substitution.
Although the agriculture and food
and beverage industry remains a core
focus for the country’s economic growth,
the increased political uncertainty,
the current technical recession and
land reform policies have resulted in
decreased investor confidence and could
prove detrimental to the South African
economy.
However, President Cyril Ramaphosa
has announced an economic recovery
and stimulus plan focused on the
agriculture industry, its employment and
economic growth potential with a focus
on labour intensive export based crops.
A focus will be on efficient education
on farming, institutions, efficient
irrigation systems and technology,
financing options and the introduction of
communal areas to commercialism.
Crucial to the direction and success
of this plan to stimulate the South African
agriculture sector and therefore economy
is the land reform discussions and action
points as well as their success.
It remains imperative that the factors
limiting growth in the food and beverage
industry are managed positively in order
to capture the opportunities the food
and beverage industry is capable of.
For further info, contact Donna
Liedemann on (021) 680 3574 or email
donna.liedemann@frost.com
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T

he first FoodNext Africa conference
in Cape Town at the end of September was a rich buffet of brain
food. It brought together an impressive
group of experts across the entire
spectrum of the industry to discuss the
future of food.
dmg events, which organised
the conference (it also arranges the
annual Africa’s Big 7 trade show), are
to be congratulated for this bold effort.
Although the audience was fairly small –
around 150 delegates attended the twoday event – everyone I spoke to agreed
it had been a valuable experience. I’m
sure the word will spread and the next
conference will be much bigger.
The conference covered a lot of
ground, literally from farm to fork, with
panels deliberating over a variety of
issues facing the sector. Disruption and
innovation
were a
key theme
and the
conference
uniquely paid
attention to
start-ups and
the challenges
they face
(several of
whom gave
“elevator”
pitches during
the two days),
and also heard
from funders about what they are looking
for. There’s definitely an appetite to fund
truly innovative ideas in foodbev.
From craft drinks and dark kitchens
to alternative proteins, smart foods,
food safety, packaging innovation/
recycling and personalised nutrition,
delegates were dished up a feast of ideas,
challenges and opportunities.
Keynote speaker Simon Mantell of
biscuit maker Mantelli’s summed up
the very essence of the South African
condition: “Where there is chaos, there
is opportunity,” Mantell told delegates,
sharing his journey through the food
industry. He took issue with the overemphasis on “disruption”, arguing instead
that true progress was much more the
result of incremental innovation.
Mantell struck a chord with those
delegates supplying the retail channel
when he told them that 15 years ago he
decided to get Mantelli’s out of retail and
into food service rather than be held
hostage to the big retailers.

www.fbreporter.co.za
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Reflecting on the macro South African
food scene, Dr Scott Drimie, head of
the Southern Africa Foodlab at
Stellenbosch University, told delegates
bluntly that the SA food system was
broken. He outlined 10 key trends that
were pushing us into a dystopia of undernutrition and obesity with devastating
consequences for the country.
Although he held “big food” accountable for much of the mess, Drimie
stressed the need to find common
ground and collaborative solutions. He
said new approaches were urgently
needed to address the challenges of food
security and nutritional quality, and

revealed that the Foodlab was engaging
with 40 key players in the sector to see
how they could reduce big food’s role
in the epidemic of non-communicable
diseases.
Look out for the next FoodNext Africa
conference. You won’t want to miss it if
you’re serious about this sector - and the
survival of the planet. - Bruce Cohen
www.foodnextlive.com
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Food & Beverage Reporter has partnered with Food Focus to bring you enhanced
coverage of food safety/compliance issues. Food Focus addresses the full range
of compliance factors which South African food businesses have to face, including
occupational health and safety hazards, environmental demands and corporate
social responsibility. Find out more at www.foodfocus.co.za

I HAVE A DREAM...
BY LINDA JACKSON

certificate. You inform the whole
company about the audit but don’t
make any special arrangements. You
have a well-trained internal auditor
team and you take internal audits
very seriously. Food safety is a daily
discussion at all levels and you reward
employees for speaking up about
food safety problems. An audit is just
another day in the life of your business
as you know what your problems are
and you are working on them. You
hate easy audits and complain to your
auditing company if they are too slack.
So, let’s see by a show of hands,
shall we? And let’s be truthful … Would
you trust you?

S

o it’s over they tell us. The
Listeriosis outbreak that rocked
our food safety world is officially
“over”. So, can we go back to “normal”
as far as food safety is concerned?
Well, I guess it depends on whether
you are thinking as a quality manager
or as a consumer?
Hands up - who are quality
managers? And hands up - who are
consumers?
Oh yes - you are always a
consumer… How do you feel about
that “normal” now?
Therein lies the problem we are
faced with as the food industry: The
consumer trusts us! (They used to
anyway.)
But how trustworthy are we really?
How trustworthy is your company
when it comes to food safety? Do we
deserve to be trusted? It depends on
how we measure trust, I suppose.
What about a hypothetical scale
based on audits?
Choose 1 if the following
symptoms are visible at your company:
You have an FSSC certificate. Your
company cleans up for audits – you
have a pre-audit meeting where you
discuss strategy, you fill in checklists,
you run food safety training two weeks
before the audit, you hire a deep clean
company to assist you, you remove
any incriminating records from your
files just in case. You love easy audits
and dispute any audit finding to the
death. You pass the audit and then
you all talk about what you got away
with and laugh about near-misses.
Choose 5 if these are the
predominant traits all the time:
You have an FSSC 22000

We need a new normal

... But just how
trustworthy are
we really? How
trustworthy is your
company when
it comes to food
safety? Do we
deserve to be

It is clear we have to do things
differently to avoid any further loss of
life, but how different is different?
Our current approach is all
about the system, is it not? More
requirements, more procedures, more
risk assessments, more audits.
While a robust food safety
standard is essential and audits are
an important verification tool, is doing
more of the same as we always have
done going to produce different
results? Unlikely, as they tell me doing
the same thing over and over and
expecting a different result is the
official definition of insanity … so have
we all gone mad?
It is time to disrupt NORMAL.
James Kirkham, an influential
marketing guru says that “Disruption
isn’t just doing things in a different way
that doesn’t resonate or go any further
or becomes a one off, because that’s
more of a gimmick. Being disruptive is
about changing the game.”

trusted?
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We need to change the game. So how do we do this?
Not with new rules …that is more of the same game.
We need to look at the players. Moving food safety
in South Africa to the next level is not just about the
science, although this is critical. It’s more than just about
unannounced audits. although these are going to reveal
interesting things. It’s more than new regulations, although
these are long overdue. It’s about engaging people in food
safety management systems and influencing behaviours.

I have a dream …
In the new normal there will be:
1. Strong Leadership showing the way and openly
committing to making safe food the top priority
throughout the business. This is not just in fancy policies
but in putting their money where their mouths are.
2. They are supported by committed managers who show
this by dedicating time and effort. They are enthusiastic
about effective two-way communication and a supportive
environment where staff feel confident to contribute and
speak up about food safety problems.
3. Everyone contributes because everyone in the business
believes making safe food is important and everyone
plays a part. This includes factory workers, maintenance
staff, procurement team members, drivers, cleaners and
external contractors, not just team leaders and senior
managers. Employees are even empowered to stop the
line if there is a food safety problem – without fear.
4. The quality manager encourages open discussion
and is devoted to making the food safety system as
user -friendly as possible. The quality department are a
support function and are always ready to help and find
solutions.
5. Everyone is accountable and understands that they
are personally responsible for ensuring food is safe. Staff
challenge and teach each other rather than relying on
management and the quality department to tell them the
right way to do things or to police their work.
6. Everyone knows the risks but more importantly everyone
acts to do the right thing, every time. From the Day
one induction, it is clear that food safety is not negotiable.
To ensure everyone does know, there is no compromise
on proper training. Each task is carefully evaluated to
make sure food safety is easy to achieve, even if it means
changing the environment and the procedures.
In my dream, food safety is part of the culture of a company,
embedded in its DNA. It’s a part of the South African food
industry at every link in the food chain. It’s part of what
we do every day, when no-one is looking, when no-one is
auditing. It’s just who we are.
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ou’ll be familiar with the old
adage – one frequently applied
to things nutritional: “everything
in moderation.” Does that also apply to
heavy metals in your fish, pesticides on
your blueberries, or transfats in your
gluten-free flapjacks?
Of course not! There are some things
that just aren’t good for us. And there’s
currently a big debate as to just how
much and what kinds of carbohydrates
we should be eating for optimal longterm health. Unlike fats and proteins
that we can’t live without, carbs are –
technically speaking – optional. Yet most
humans on the planet rely on them as
the primary source of energy. And if we
choose to restrict our carbs, what should
we replace them with, if anything?
The latest scientific call that seems
intended to reinforce public health
messaging about carbohydrate intake is
directed fairly and squarely at the rapidly
growing low carb community. It’s an open
access paper published late August in
Lancet Public Health that suggests that

low carb diets – as well as high carb diets
– contribute to early death. The takehome? Eat carbs in moderation, so that
they make up 50-55% of the energy of
your diet, just the way governments are
currently suggesting.
This advice is ironic when we know
the majority of the population in Western
countries are already doing this yet
they’re suffering early, preventable
deaths at the hands of obesity, diabetes,
heart disease and cancer.
The low carb community, of which
we are a part, is comprised of large
numbers of consumers, doctors,
scientists and even celebrities who have
experienced or witnessed spectacular
health turnarounds after reducing their
carb intake. That includes remission
from diseases like type 2 diabetes that
was, until recently, widely labelled as
“incurable”.
Supporting this experience and
observation is a growing armoury
of scientific evidence from diverse
disciplines ranging from biochemistry

This article originally appeared in
www.naturalproductsglobal.com

to evolutionary biology that goes a long
way towards explaining some of the key
mechanisms at work that help people to
regain their health.
The truth is confusion in this area is
rampant. That’s not least because there
are, as yet, no clear, universally accepted
definitions for what is meant by a “low
carb” diet or a “low carb high fat” (LCHF)
diet. That’s despite Richard Feinman
PhD from State University of New York
Downstate Medical Center in Brooklyn,
New York, and 25 other scientists and
clinicians attempting to clarify definitions
in their seminal 2015 publication.
Understandably there has been a
reaction by some of the leaders in the
LCHF community, with the likes of Richard
Feinman leading the charge.
While the ultimate aim is to have
the paper retracted, this we think is a
tall order given the scale of interests
involved in maintaining the status quo.
We shouldn’t forget that most type 2
diabetics who adopt low carb or “keto’
diets are able to come off medications.
Type 1 diabetics generally substantially
reduce their insulin. And it’s a Lancet
spin-off journal we’re talking about.
Are the findings of the new Lancet
Public Health study reliable?
In short, like Dr Feinman and others,
we say no. And that’s not just because
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IS FAKE SCIENCE’
The problem with scie

in a world in which so

we don’t like the findings or the paper’s
conclusions. Predictably, the study’s
conclusions have been reverberated
around the world. They’ve made
headlines that include Low carb diets
could shorten life, study suggests (BBC),
Both low- and high-carb diets can raise
risk of early death, study finds (Guardian),
Low-carb diet linked to early death,
medical study suggests (USA Today),
amongst many others.
What kind of study is it?
In essence, the study has two parts.
The first is a survival analysis which
measures all-cause mortality in the
ongoing prospective observational

www.fbreporter.co.za

science is

nce

much

controlled by so
that high
Atherosclerosis
carb diets led
Risk in
few is that it’s vulnerab
to the highest
Communities
le
mortality
(ARIC) cohort
to manipulation.
rates and
study of 4
those
different US
consuming
communities
more fat
and then attempts
(albeit only 35% of daily energy) were
to relate this to self-reported intake
23% less likely to die than those who
of carbohydrates.
consumed least fat (10% of daily energy).
The second part is a meta-analysis
It couldn’t exclude the possibility that
which compares the ARIC data with
less carbs and more fat were better still,
7 other cohort studies, including the
following a linear relationship, so it was
multinational PURE study published last
generally good fodder for those wanting
year that included findings from over
scientific support for low carb diets.
135,000 people on 5 continents.
After 7 years of follow-up, the
To Next Page
authors of the PURE study concluded
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the ARIC cohort appear very different
from modern, informed, healthaware, LCHF consumers. The authors
characterise them as being “more likely
to be young, male, a self reported race
other than black, college graduates,
have high body-mass index, exercise
less during leisure time, have high
household income, smoke cigarettes,
and have diabetes.” Their higher
educational status may be the only
characteristic shared with the majority
of contemporary LCHF, Banting or
‘keto’ aficionados.

to be entirely compatible with low-carb,
healthy diets:
• Restricting or eliminating all highly
refined carbs and added sugars
• Reducing intake of carb-rich, root
veg is a good idea for most people,
unless they are extremely physically
active;
• Getting most of your carbs, fibre
and phytonutrients from aboveground veg (and limited amounts of
fruits) is good for most of us
• Eliminating all processed meats
and factory-farmed animal-based
products from your diet is good;
• Restricting your carbs to less than
30% of total energy;
• Reducing overall energy intake
compared with national averages
• Increasing the duration between
feeding intervals compared with
national averages, i.e. for most adults,
cutting out snacks and generally eating
no more than two meals a day;
• Helping your body to become “ketoadapted” and regularly move into a
state of nutritional ketosis through a
combination of both low-carb, energyrestricted diet (compared with the
norm) and altered physical activity and
lifestyle patterns.

Take home

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

The problem with science in a world
in which so much science is controlled
by so few (i.e. big corporations,
governments, the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, etc.), is that it’s vulnerable
to manipulation. Nutritional studies
are notoriously difficult; unlike drugs,
nutritional studies can’t compare the
effects of eating against not eating. When
we cut down one type of food, what do
we substitute it with? And when we look
at studies with very long follow-ups, such
as the ARIC study, do we cater for all the
changes that have occurred in our food
production methods over the last two
and a half decades?
We might need to wait a bit longer
to understand more about the health
of those who choose to adopt lowcarb diets that include a diversity of
plant-based nutrients and/or healthy
animal-based foods, as proposed in our
Food4Health guidelines. But there are
some over-arching principles we consider

Robert Verkerk BSc MSc DIC PhD,
executive & scientific director at Alliance
for Natural Health International is an
internationally acclaimed expert in
agricultural, environmental and health
sustainability. He has a Masters Degree
and a PhD from Imperial College London,
awarded prior to his continuing research
for a further 7 years at Imperial’s
Department of Biology as a post-doctoral
Research Fellow.
In 2002, he founded the Alliance for
Natural Health International which has
become one of the leading, not-for-profit
campaign organisations working globally
to promote more sustainable healthcare
systems through the use of natural and
bio-compatible approaches.
He is presently executive and
scientific director of the ANH-Intl as well
as co-chair of the ANH-Intl’s Scientific and
Medical Advisory Board.

From Previous Page
The PURE study therefore put some high
profile noses out of joint. Not least were
the scientists that have been primarily
responsible for informing current dietary
guidelines.
In many ways, the latest Lancet
Public Health study can be seen as the
establishment response to PURE – or
what some might argue was the incorrect
interpretation of PURE.
Our concerns
We are independently preparing a
response to the senior author of the
paper to which correspondence is
directed. So, we won’t get bogged down
here with the detail of our scientific
complaint. However, we’ve broken down
our concerns into 5 main areas:
1. General methodological problems.
These include unmatched groups
with different carbohydrate intakes,
lack of adequate definitions of
low-carbohydrate diets (<40%
of energy intake is insufficient),
measurement errors from food
frequency questionnaires, insufficient
consideration of confounders
2. Potential unrecorded changes in
dietary composition during follow-up
period.
3. Confounding variables. The authors
attempted to adjust for age, sex,
education, waist-to-hip ratio, smoking,
physical activity, diabetes, location
and total energy intake. But there
are numerous other confounders,
including glycaemic index/load,
phytonutrient, fibre and fatty acid
profile, and the degree of processing
in foods consumed that have not been
factored in.
4. Confusing association with causation.
The big message from the authors is
the U-shaped relationship between
carbohydrate consumption and
mortality. They suggest there’s a ‘sweet
spot’ for carbohydrate intake and
this sits somewhere in the middle,
at 50-55% of total energy from
carbohydrates. Eat more or less carbs
than this and you’ll die more quickly,
suggest the authors.
5. Relevance of findings to the real
world. The low-carb consumer group in
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HAPPY 150th, KHS

PACKAGING GIANT HAS AN ENVIABLE HISTORY OF INNOVATION

F

ounded in 1868, filling and packaging specialist, KHS, is 150 years
young this year, and the company
will use Europe’s leading brewing trade
show, BrauBeviale in Nuremberg, in
November to showcase its achievements
and celebrate the important milestone.
“We’ll be presenting further developments in all our fields of expertise,” says
Burkhard Becker, chairman of the Executive Management Board of KHS GmbH.
“We also see BrauBeviale as a chance to
take a conscious look at our history. In
doing so, we’ll show how KHS has always
been able to establish itself as a pioneer
in the face of growing market demand
for quality, economy and service.”
BrauBeviale takes its name from
beer and brewing (“Brau” in German)
which is where KHS has its roots. The
company will be showcasing new
developments in its process technology, for instance, enabling considerable
media savings to be made during beer

www.fbreporter.co.za

stabilization and flash pasteurization. In
the compact version of its powerful can
filler, KHS has an especially efficient filling
system which scores top points with CO2
savings of up to 50%.
Becker says the aim of all developments at KHS is to boost its customers’
competitiveness. “This doesn’t just mean
greater performance and more service.
Customers want flexible systems which
give them fast format changeovers, grow
with the success of the client and enable
creative product design.”
He adds that it’s important that
operators of KHS systems can also continue to satisfy the growing demand by
consumers for sustainable and efficient
packaging. “Here, we’re setting standards
with innovations such as the Nature
MultiPack™ for cans, the constant development of ever-lighter PET bottles and
our diverse range of sophisticated block
systems for filling and packaging and palletizing.” These include systems like the

multifunctional, blocked packaging line
developed together with Schubert which,
by eliminating long conveying segments,
requires less maintenance, suffers less
wear and consumes less energy.
One machine which has been the
best in its class since its conception over
40 years ago is about to enter the next
generation: Blomax. At BrauBeviale visitors will have the chance to see new KHS
innovations for the future-proof production of PET bottles. With it KHS is making
a considerable reduction in the carbon
footprint left by the production process.
The new developments will be
presented for the first time by Kai Acker,
the new chairman of the KHS Group
Executive Management Board.
The KHS Group will be in Hall 8 at
BrauBeviale from November 13-15.
www.khs.com
Tel: +27 (0) 11 262 1100
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MAKING MEAT (MUCH)
MORE CONVENIENT

By Miguel Campos

Export sales manager
at food packaging
supplier Advanta

A

frica loves meat. Unlike some
countries where plant-based diets
are overshadowing the eating
habits of carnivores, meat and poultry
market volume in Africa is growing fast. In
fact, it is expected to exceed 7.5m tonnes
in 2025, compared with 6.5m tonnes in
2016.
Driven mainly by population
growth and rising incomes,
the sector is being given
further momentum
by improvements in
production quality and
the modernisation of meat
packaging.
When people think of
cooking meat, they may have
once thought of the messy,
laborious and time-consuming
methods that often go into
serving a family meal. But
thanks to newer meal concepts,
we’re now seeing shoppers having
access to easier and more convenient
options for putting meat on the menu.
Shoppers’ desire to save time and
effort is being rewarded with new preprepared meat meals made available by
pioneering food packaging technologies.
Both heat-and-eat and ready-to-eat
meat and poultry are seeing increased
household penetration across Africa and
an increased consumption frequency.

Setting the standard
Woolworths set the scene in 2015 when
the retailer launched its new additions to
its “Easy to Cook” range. From pork and
beef meatballs to salted caramel pork
shoulder, the new products promised to
put “gourmet into every day”. The range
pioneered consumer-focused design
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that transformed the way consumers
cook meat.
Take their easy-to-cook free-range
beef frikkadels, for example. Contained
in a robust aluminium tray, the packaging
not only looks premium, but it’s fit for
purpose. In the same smoothwall foil
tray, meat can be marinated, frozen,
cooked and put on the table, all without
the consumer needing to handle raw
meat. This way of cooking is providing
those with busy lives the option

to still have fresh meat, but without the
hassle of preparing and handling raw
products.

Material world
To fulfil the needs of today’s customers,
the meat industry needs to take this
approach to remain competitive. This
includes resealable options, freezerready containers, cook-in convenience,
better cleanliness with improved leakproof capabilities and extended shelf life
for meat products. At the crux of these
issues is packaging.
Recent years have seen a barrage
of media coverage highlighting the
significant damage caused by excessive
food packaging — and excess plastic is

the basis of Africa’s well-documented
environmental problem. With this in
mind, how can food manufacturers strike
a balance?
Will we see more aluminum
packaging, being chosen by consumers
over plastic? Probably. It provides a
more sustainable option with its endless
recyclability, as well as the opportunity to
extend shelf life through vacuum sealing,
modified atmosphere packaging (MAP)
and even pasteurisation.
But, the transition to aluminium won’t
happen overnight. At present,
we’re seeing more specific
developments in certain meal
concepts, quashing unsuitable
packaging for the better.
Take ready-cooked pork ribs
meal for example. Advanta
recently assisted with one
brand’s transition from a
messy plastic bag meal to
an expertly engineered foil
tray, curved and ridged in a
unique way to hold the ribs
in place perfectly.
While cooking ribs in a
plastic bag may have seemed
like an ideal method when the
product was first launched, the public’s
reception of the new foil tray container
proves consumers appreciate a messfree option.
Additionally, the brand also wanted
to extend the shelf life of its product.
Using slow-smoked cooking techniques,
and vacuum-packed product sealing, the
resultant shelf life of the pork ribs was
extended to a mammoth 145 days.

Poultry matters
For poultry production, the situation
is similar. What has been considered
the “norm” for decades, is now being
reassessed for more environmentally
friendly options. Whole poultry has
predominantly been packaged in plastic
To Page 35
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Chile to China ... with
freshness locked in

T

he challenge of moving fresh
produce from farm to fork around
the world has created opportunities
for smart companies to come up with
advanced functional packaging that
extends shelf life for long distance
transport and reduces waste.
International packaging companies
StePac L.A and Tadbik Ltd have been
at the forefront of such developments,
producing next generation modified
atmosphere resealable lidding film. The
new technology was recently engineered
to extend the shelf life of fresh cherries in
aesthetic and functional retail packaging
as well as reduce waste and proved a big
hit in the Chinese market.
In this collaboration Tadbik created a
“FreshLid” laminated film structure that is
sealed to trays containing fresh produce
and whose upper layer can be repeatedly
peeled back for reuse. The companies
then worked together to develop suitable
condensation control properties and
control film permeability to deliver optimal
modified atmosphere compositions (MAP)
for high value fresh produce items such as
cherries. This innovative packaging will be
marketed under StePac’s Xgo brand.
Efforts to overcome common
challenges in lengthy supply chains and to
move toward more responsible and costeffective delivery processes are generating
increased demand for advanced functional
packaging solutions. Meeting these
challenges is especially critical when it
comes to preserving and extending fresh
produce shelf life and reducing waste.
Successful implementation of MAP
requires a holistic approach that includes
an understanding of post-harvest
pathology, produce physiology, cold-chain
logistics, and the interaction of each of
these factors with packaging design. The
packaging design incorporates multiple
capabilities to effectively slow respiration
and ageing processes, and to control
humidity inside the packaging and extend
fresh produce shelf life.
Following research and trials
at StePac's post-harvest lab, the
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Peel back ... and reseal. This innovative Xgo laminate developed by Tadbik combined with
StePac’s MAP technology are making it easier for farm-to-fork exports of fresh produce.

groundbreaking film was approved for
shelf life extension of cherries.
Xgo resealable lidding film technology
provides multiple benefits:
1. It preserves freshness and flavor during
long sea shipments, prolonging the
combined storage and transportation
life of cherries to more than 35 days.
2. Consumers can enjoy the full taste of
the cherries across multiple servings
during extended home refrigerator
life since the MAP mechanism is
regenerated each time the film is
resealed, thus continuing quality
preservation.
3. It maintains its attractive packaging
design throughout multiple uses.
In a pilot study, FRUSAN, a leading
Chilean cherry exporter, shipped several
refrigerated containers filled with cherries
in 2.5kg trays and sealed with Xgo
resealable lidding film to retailers in China,
arriving in time for the Chinese New Year.
Cherries are considered the perfect redcolored gift in Chinese tradition.

The success of this pilot project
propelled increased interest in the use
of the film by FRUSAN for the upcoming
Chilean cherry season. It also created a
ripple effect, expanding the use of this
high-value solution among cherry packers
and shippers. This, in turn, garnered
interest from the blueberry industry.
• Israel’s Tadbik has been a world leader
of advanced packaging solutions including
flexible packaging, labels, RFID, packaging
machinery and in-pack promotion for over
30 years. The company has an office in SA.
Contact: Yaron Tsur
+27-(0)11-830-1437
+27-(0)82-491-4105
yaron.ts@tadbik.com
www.tadbik.com
StePac Johnson Matthey
Ms. Hila Nagel
Tel: +972.4.612.3500
info@StePac.com
www.StePac.com
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TAKRAF & Redler get
Willowton moving
T

“TAKRAF Africa
AKRAF Africa,
is proud that the
part of the global
Willowton Group, a
material handling
loyal and valued client,
group, TAKRAF, is
was the first recipient
supplying six new-design
of this important
Redler Chain Conveyors
new development
to the Willowton Group’s
in conveyors, one
factory in Isando.
which enables the
The Willowton Group
FMCG market to
is South Africa’s largest
enjoy the benefits of
sunflower seed crusher,
the renowned Redler
producing a wide range
conveyor but tailored
of products, including
to the needs of the
edible oils, margarines
sector,” says Antonie
and spreads.
le Roux, Specialised
Willowton is the
Handling Manager,
first company to install
TAKRAF Africa.
these new conveyors,
TAKRAF Africa,
specifically designed inpreviously known as
house by TAKRAF Africa,
Bateman Engineered
and the company says
Technologies prior
they are a breakthrough
to Tenova acquiring
development for the
the Bateman Group
FMCG market.
in 2012, has supplied
Combining the
more than 5 000
proven Redler brand
Redler chain elevators
with a lighter, more costand chain conveyors
effective design of the
throughout Southern
casing, the conveyors
Africa over the past 40
utilise the high quality
plus years.
Redler chain housed in a
Proven over
structure manufactured
Housed in laser-cut platework, these Redler conveyors are quick to decades, Redler machines
from laser-cut, relatively
manufacture and are a perfect fit.
are used to convey
light-weight plate-work. This
a wide range of food
unique fabrication approach
solids, including sunflower seeds, maize,
between 20 to 24m, all conveying
has eliminated the expensive and timewheat, flour, grain and many more.
sunflower products at 25 tons per hour.
consuming welding process, enabling
They convey particulate solids cleanly,
TAKRAF Africa is the exclusive licence
delivery time to be reduced by up to four
gently and economically by inducing
holder/supplier in Southern Africa of
weeks. Furthermore, laser-cut plates
material to move like a liquid through
Redler equipment.
eliminate boilermaker tolerances and
dust-tight casings. As a result, these lowThrough its more than 40-year
ensure a perfect fit on site.
maintenance systems ensure minimal
business relationship with the Willowton
In addition, TAKRAF Africa is now able
product degradation, while the dust-tight
Group, TAKRAF Africa has supplied more
to assemble the conveyors utilising its
casings protect the conveyed material
than 150 machines to the group across
in-house capacity, providing a valuable
and the environment from mutual
its various operations. This includes more
upskilling opportunity for its employees.
contamination.
than 40 to the Willowton Group plant
The conveyors were ordered by
www.takraf.com
in Pietermaritzburg and more than 100
the Willowton Group as part of their
Tel: +27 (0) 11 201 2300
Redler machines to the Isando plant. The
expansion programme for their plant
Richard Späth, GM Technologies
machines include both Redler en-masse
in Isando. The longest conveyor is 40m
chain conveyors and chain elevators.
in length, with the other five ranging
richard.spath@tenova.com
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IT’S TIME TO GET
YOURSELF LISTED
If you’re a supplier of food-beverage
ingredients, packaging and processing
equipment/products, logistics and
support services in food safety,
finance, IT etc, then you need to be
in Food & Beverage Reporter’s 2019
Annual Supplier Directory.
Each February we distribute 3 000
copies of the directory to the key
players in the foodbev sector, and a
digital version (updated mid-year)
is available online 365 days a year,
ensuring that your product or service
is visible when customers are looking.
The e-edition can also be saved as a
PDF file as a handy reference.
With both free and premium listings,
as well as display ad opportunities,
our 2019 Supplier Directory is a key
business lead generator/sourcing tool.

It’s easy to list in the 2019 Directory ...
The entire process can be done online in a few minutes at www.fbreporter.co.za
(where you can also view/download the 2018 Directory)
Or contact Wendy Breakey: wendy@fbreporter.com Tel: 083 653 8116

Get listed at www.fbreporter.co.za
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LUBRICATION

A

ROCOL lubes keep bottling
plant running smoothly

large Gauteng bottling plant
is reducing downtime and
improving operational efficiency
thanks to a range of ROCOL lubricants
from Bearings International (BI).
To date, BI has supplied the bottling
plant with a variety of greases, chain
and gear lubrication, hydraulic and
compressor oils, anti-seize compounds,
corrosion cleaners and maintenance
products. ISO certified ROCOL
lubricants are certified for incidental
contact situations at manufacturing
plants.
BI has a long-standing relationship
with the beverage company which has
had extensive and complex requirements
for food-grade lubrication. To put this
into perspective, the plant has over 5 000
bearing applications, with thousands of
gearboxes in use, all of which required a

specific lubrication solution.
BI and ROCOL personnel initially
conducted an exhaustive ”walk-through’”
of the plant to ascertain pertinent
information, such as all lubrication
points, machine and bearing numbers,
and machine positioning, among others.
This information formed the basis of a
comprehensive solution from BI.

ROCOL Key Accounts Manager
Richard Daley says colour-coded charts
were devised to link applications with
their respective lubrication requirements
so as to recommend the most effective
product. Even the grease guns were
colour-coded in accordance with the
application charts. In addition, the plant
artisans were informed how much
grease was required to calibrate every
pump, with this information displayed
prominently on signage.
“The colour-coding system ensured
that the correct type, quantity, and
frequency of greasing was undertaken.
The bottling plant’s storeroom has
been demarcated clearly between
food-safe and non-food safe products
so as to avoid any possibility of crosscontamination,” says Daley.
www.bearings.co.za

THE SEARCH IS OVER
FOR QUALITY USED
MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
In these tough economic
times, food & bev
businesses are always
on the lookout for good
deals in used plant and
equipment - but the
second hand/refurbished
market (from both a
supplier and a customer
perspective) has
been difficult to access.
Until now.
Introducing Food & Beverage Reporter’s
new online MARKETPLACE, a one-stop place
to browse for manufacturing and packaging
machinery as well as allied equipment for
the foodbev industry.

From piston fillers
and sachet machines
to pallet wrappers,
pasteurisers and
packaging lines,
you’ll find a range
of good quality
used/refurbished
equipment from
leading brands and reputable suppliers.

MARKETPLACE

• If you have machinery/equipment 		
you’d like to sell on our Marketplace
(no commissions are charged),
contact: wendy@fbreporter.co.za
Tel 011 026 8220 or 078 565 4459

Visit our Marketplace at www.fbreporter.co.za
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TRADE SHOWS

f

fdt Africa teams up
with Lab Africa/IFAT

ood & drink technology Africa (fdt Africa) at
Gallagher Estate in September was a solid
platform for the industry to exchange views on
current and future trends.
In its third “edition”, this year’s show
attracted over 100 exhibitors and around 1 600
participants. Local and international exhibitors
such as Anton Paar, Bosch Packaging, Dematech,
Ecolab, GEA Africa Ltd., KHS Manufacturing,
MacSteel Fluid Control, Renlaw Ltd., Schaefer Keg
and Ziemann Holvieka GmbH represented the
entire process chain of the food, beverage and
liquid food industry.
“The fair demonstrated the potential of the
market for beverages, food and liquid food in
South Africa. With our involvement in the region,
we are creating the ideal platform for the industry
to utilize this
To Next Page
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Ecolab had a commanding presence at this year’s fdt Africa show.
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TRADE SHOWS

Co-location = best knowledge transfer
From Previous Page
business potential”, reported
Reinhard Pfeiffer, Deputy
Chairman of the Board of
Messe München. Suzette
Scheepers, Chief Executive
Officer of Messe Muenchen
South Africa, added: “We are
very pleased about the positive
feedback from exhibitors
and visitors. The trade fair
ranks high within the industry,
especially with regards
to the exchange of views,
networking and professional
development.”
A new feature this year
was the symposia from Bosch
Packaging as well as Bühler,
KHS Manufacturing and
Pentair.
The Africa Beer Awards of the
Institute of Brewing & Distilling (IBD)
Africa Sector was another highlight of the
event. “We were very proud to host the
Africa Beer Awards with IBD at the trade
fair and congratulate all winners,” said
Suzette Scheepers.
The next edition of fdt Africa will take
place in 2019 — outside the established
regular cycle of the event. This is due to
the new co-location of the trade fair with
analytica Lab Africa as well as IFAT Africa,
the trade show for the water, waste,
refuse and recycling industries.

Petra Westphal, Exhibition
Group Director of Messe
München, said: “Going forward, we will
offer exhibitors and visitors of fdt Africa
the opportunity to obtain even more
comprehensive and cross-thematic
information on trends and innovations
from the environmental, beverage and
food industries as well as analytics.
Together, the co-located trade fairs
ensure the best possible knowledge
transfer for all industries.”
The exhibitors consistently rated this
move as being positive and already

expressed their interest in participating.
Among them was Brett Dunbar-Krause,
Senior Marketing Communications
Specialist for Ecolab: “We were able to
establish first-class contacts—across the
entire process chain of the industry. We
are already looking forward to 2019.”
The first joint event of analytica Lab
Africa, fdt Africa and IFAT Africa will take
place at Gallagher Convention Centre in
Johannesburg on July 9–11, 2019.
www.fdtafrica.com

SUBSCRIBE FOR JUST R250 PER YEAR

Make sure you get every issue of Food & Beverage Reporter
delivered directly to you.
Visit www.fbreporter.co.za for subscription info.
Or call Alice on (011) 026 8220 or
email admin@fbreporter.co.za
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ACHIEVEMENT

K

Singh joins packaging’s
CPP elite. Are You next?

ishan Singh, pictured here, CEO of
MetPac-SA, Global Ambassador of
the World Packaging Organisation
(WPO) and National Education Officer
of the Institute of Packaging SA (IPSA),
has become the first packaging
expert in South Africa to be awarded
the designation “Certified Packaging
Professional” (CPP) by the international
Institute of Pack-aging Professionals
(IoPP) based in the USA.
Since 1972, the IoPP has been
awarding this designation to packaging
professionals who have proven
themselves to be worthy of the CPP
status. To date, however, there are
less than 2 500 people worldwide
who have achieved CPP status, which
requires proof of years of experience,
in-depth packaging knowledge as well
as commitment to the global packaging
industry. The CPP programme is
endorsed by WPO and IPSA.

Explains Singh: "The CPP designation
has become the leading mark of
excellence internationally and a musthave recognition of industry proficiency
and achievement
for packaging

Skin-pack aluminum
packaging is taking off
From Page 26
trays, using skin-pack packaging. The thought of an alternative to
this didn’t cross people’s minds for years. In fact, an aluminum
alternative, compatible with skin pack, didn’t even exist.
This alternative has now been brought to market by Advanta.
The unique skin pack aluminium poultry tray and film combination
is the first of its kind on the foil packaging market. The consumer
simply peels back the plastic film from the poultry before cooking
and serving the product in the aluminium tray it was purchased in.
The worldwide interest in this new packaging concept
demonstrates that brands across Africa are willing to change —
and packaging manufacturers need to make packaging alternatives
available to compliment these new meal concepts.
Meat’s still on the menu. It’s a crucial time for collaboration,
between retailers, food processors, brands, consumers and
packaging suppliers, if Africa is going to complete its mission in
making meat convenient.
www.advantapack.com

professionals.
I am very pleased about attaining the
CPP designation as it is a commitment
to excellence in the global packaging
profession as well as an important
investment in my professional
development.”
South Africans wishing to pursue
this international academic qualification
should contact the Institute of Packaging
SA (IPSA) who are now the agents for the
WPO-endorsed CPP programme.
“I encourage all those that seek to
make packaging their profession, and
who wish to be recognised in a vibrant
and ever-changing industry to seek
this internationally accepted packaging
designation,” says Singh.
ipsa.org.za
metpac-sa.org.za

FILLING & CAPPING

KRONES
DINNERMATES

Tel: +27 11 462 0020
+27 11 032 8600
Fax: +27 11 462 0032
sales@dinnermates.co.za
www.dinnermates.co.za
Suppliers to the hospitality and
food industries of quality portioncontrolled, chilled, frozen anddriedmeat products. Service
excellence, innovation and flexibility give Dinnermates the
edge in providing meat and chicken products tailored for
special applications in the food industry

PHT-SA TRADING
INTERNATIONAL
Tel: +27 861 777 993
info@pht.co.za
www.pht.co.za

PHT, your partner for hygiene and technology, plans and
offers hygiene, food safety and technology solutions for
food and beverage companies of any size; personnel
hygiene equipment, change room equipment, drain
technology, cleaning machines, foam cleaning technology,
consumable goods, ergonomic handling systems, doors
and components, deboning conveyor and racking systems,
stunning and slaughter systems, water treatment systems,
smoking and cooking systems, wood, pan releasing agents,
speciality ingredients.

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

MATRIX SOFTWARE

Tel: +27 16 423 5537
Fax: +27 86 605 5406
info@matrixsoftware.co.za
• Complete software solution
for the food and meat industry
• Full traceable stock control
• Full MRP and traceability solutions
• Specialists in meat systems (abattoir/debone
/processing)
• Retail point of sale
• Scales, label printing and probes integration
• Recipes and yield control systems
• Integration with most known financial systems

ADVERTISE IN
OUR SUPPLIER SHOWCASE
Email wendy@fbreporter.co.za
Tel: 083 653 8116
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Tel: +27 11 065 5700
Fax: +27 86 645 8119
info@krones.co.za
www.krones.co.za
Krones plans, develops and manufactures machines
and complete lines for turnkey installations of filling and
packaging lines.
Every day, millions of bottles, cans and speciallyshaped containers are handled on Krones lines producing
beer, soft drinks, juices, water, spirits, wines and dairy
amongst others. This is backed by worldwide 24/7 service
support and expertise.
Krones’ product portfolio covers: blow-moulding,
filling and closing, aseptic filling, labelling, inspection and
monitoring, cleaning, rinsers and pasteurisers, water
treatment, packing, palletising, conveyors, processing
equipment, syrup rooms, intralogistics, brewing
equipment, information technology, PET recycling, factory
planning, greenfield solutions, valves etc.

AROMATECH FLAVOURS
Tel: + 27 10 010 6147
+ 27 11 452 1760
admin@aromatech.co.za
www.aromatech.co.za

For the past 30 years, Aromatech has specialised in the
development and manufacture of flavours for snacks.
Today, besides snack seasonings, with the co-operation of
some of the world’s finest French flavour chemists, we now
offer flavours for the whole of the food, dairy, pharmaceutical
and beverage industries.
We are also able to offer single vitamins and vitamin
pre-mixes, of the highest quality.
Aromatech will not compromise on quality, and offer
extremely competitive prices, low minimum order quantities
and outstanding technical and personal service.
We are passionate about what we do. Make us your
next flavour partner.

CAPE FOOD INGREDIENTS
Tel: +27 21 789 1885
Fax: +27 21 789 1233
info@capesa.co.za
www.capefoodingredients.com

Formulations and technical assistance. Specialists in:
• Beverages - powdered and liquid, still and carbonated
• Bakery - enzymes, pre-mixes, antioxidants, inclusions
• Dairy - cultures, flavours, preservatives, AB Test Kits
• Batch-packs
• Sweetener blends
We manufacture and supply flavours (sweet and savoury),
speciality acids (Fruitaric Acid), colours (including natural) and
a host of specialised ingredients. Factories in Cape Town and
Nairobi, distribution throughout Africa

www.fbreporter.co.za

PRODUCT SOLUTIONS & SERVICE SUPPLIER

PACKAGING

CCS LOGISTICS

ELEAD PACKAGING SOLUTIONS (PTY) LTD

PO Box 686, Cape Town, 8000
Vrystaat Road, Paarden Eiland
Cape Town, South Africa
Tel +27 87 350 7350
www.ccslogistics.co.za
www.linebooker.co.za

Elead Packaging Solutions is a professional sales company
supplying and supporting reputable equipment for your
liquid, solid, granular and powder filling, closures, labelling,
conveyoring and end of line packaging needs.
As the sole representatives of esteemed local and
international brands, we supply our clients with the right
equipment from start up to expansion of a plant.
The representative brands are sold in more than 45
countries worldwide to date and growing…
Elead Packaging Solutions is also a proud member of
the Elead Group of Companies.

As the largest cold store operator in Africa, operating since
1971 and a 100% subsidiary of the Oceana Group, CCS
Logistics owns and operates eleven modern refrigerated
facilities in the major centres and harbours of South Africa,
Namibia and Angola. Collectively, CCS offer 140 000 tons
of multi temperature controlled storage and handling from
ambient to minus 60 degrees.
Dynamic warehouse management systems
incorporating radio frequency technology and integration
capabilities support our range of services that include
picking, blast freezing, bonded facilities, bulk vessel
quayside operations and stevedoring. Customised
services range from container consolidation, cross-docking,
palletisation, transport and facilitation of clearing and
forwarding.

Corner of Donkervliet & Vosmaar Street,
Dal Josaphat, Paarl 7646
Tel: +27 21 868 0095
info@epsafrica.co.za
www.epsafrica.co.za

PROCESSING

VEOLIA

ELEAD PROCESSING SOLUTIONS (PTY) LTD
Corner of Donkervliet & Vosmaar Street,
Dal Josaphat, Paarl 7646
Tel: +27 21 868 0095
info@eleadprocessingsolutions.com
www.eleadprocessingsolutions.com

Elead Processing Solutions is a professional sales company
supplying and supporting reputable processing machines
and equipment across a wide range of industries, including
fruit and vegetables, food, beverage and beer brewing.
Our brand promise is a professional team that has,
through selected partnerships and agencies, access to food
processing technologies and experience spanning more than
80 years.
Elead Processing Solutions is also a proud member of the
Elead Group of Companies.

298 Elgin Road, Pomona AH,
Gauteng, 1619, South Africa
Tel.: +27 11 974 8161
Fax: +27 11 974 8867
info.southafrica@veolia.com
www.veoliawatertechnologies.co.za
Veolia Water Technologies South Africa is a specialist
provider of complete water and wastewater treatment
solutions and is active throughout southern and
sub-Saharan Africa.
As part of Veolia, the company offers a full range of
products and services to a variety of industries, including
food and beverage, pharmaceutical, cosmetic, municipal
and others.
With over 350 patented technologies available, Veolia
employs leading technology for disinfection, filtration and
general purification, including environmental protection.
Solutions are complemented by in-house production
capacity for the HydrexTM speciality chemical range, of
which some are SABS-approved for use as water treatment,
CIP and cleaning chemicals in the food & beverage industry.
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